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Summary

Through the present investigation, the relationship between sampling
design with that ofexperimental design has been shown the variance ofthe estimate and estimate of the variance in term of the characterising
parameters ofthe samplmg design for several sampling schemes iKnaiiy
adopted in practice, are given.

1. Introduction

It has been noticed through the present investigation that the
basic problem in construction of incomplete block designs and
evolving difiFerent sampling plans are basically the same. Incomplete
block designs are mainly characterised by the parameters v, denoting
the number ofvarities, b, the number ofblocks, kt C<v), the block
size ofthe t th block, n the number oftimes the i th varity occurs in
the b blocks and lij the number oftimes the ith and jtb varieties
occur together in b blocks. Using these parameters an incomplete
block design is defined as follows.

Definition 1.0

An incomplete block design D* is the arrangement ofvvarities
in bblocks of kt plots each such that the ith variety occurs in plots
and ith andyth varities occur together in plots ofthe design.

The design D" is said to be balanced when kt=k, ri=r and
for all i, j and t.

To define a sampling design, we first define a finite population
olN numbers ofdistinguishable units given by

"a, un). .,,(1.0)
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Asample J of size n from C/ is afinite order sequence of «units from
(1.0) given by

5=(Ma, "/2, «"»)' ...(1.1)

where Vs which need not be destinct range from 1to N. Let n(s) be
the number of distinct units in j, which take different values
depending on the sampling plan. Let S be collection of all (or
possible) countable samples s from U. Call this S as the basic
sample space. This basic sample space is called a basic sampledesigns*, only VN hen aprobability measure P(^) is assigned to each
of s of s, such that i'(5)>0 and 2 sample

seS

space is also characterised by the following parameters.
JV=.number ofdistinguishable units in the population.
fc=the number of samples s in S.
n=the number of units in s.

i?,=the number oftimes Ui occurs in bsamples ofS.
A<5=the number of times Ui and Uj occur together in b sample

of S.

Using the above parameters we can define a sampling design as
follows.

Definition 1.1

A sample design S* is defined as the collection of b finite order
sequence s=(«ii, «<n) of n units each from N number of
distinguishable units of U=iui, ih, un), such that m occurs
together in Ri number of times and m and u, occur together
Ai) times in S* and each order sequence s of 5 has an assigned
probability measure ofselection /'(5)>0 and V P(s)=\.

seS

The parameters of S* are N, b,n,Ri and /Xu for /,^=1, 2, ...'N
These parameters have several relationship as the parameters of the
corresponding D*. The relationships are

N

(i) bn=^ Ri ...(1.2)
1=1

and
N

(h) iia<;=(«-i)/?< •-a-2)
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Further, in an experimental design D* ifa unit normally does not
occur more than once in ablock, it leads to a sampling design S*
without replacement. There is special group of designs, known as
balanced «-ary design, where an unit occurs more than once in a
block. This design corresponds to sampling designs with replace
ment. The main difference between the two designs D* and S* is
that in the experimental design all the blocks are used for the
experiment, where as in the sampling design one of the samples is
drawn at random from the sample space S* with a probability
measure P(s) for such that ^ When Rt's are constant

seSfor all units, the scheme is called equal probability sampling scheme.

Estimation of The Population Parameters.
Estimation of mean.

Let (ji, yi, y„) denote a set ofmeasurements ofthe units of
a selected sample sj, solected with equal probability P(j,) from the
basic sample space 5* defined earlier with parameters N, b, n, Ri
and An. The sample mean based on the /•th selected sample is
given by

-(2.1)
i

where L denotes the summation over «(sy) distinct units in the
sample and/ij(9^0) is the frequency ofthe /th unit, present in If
we assume that fu takes the value zero, when the ith unit is not
present in we have

N

J=1

N

' Ri
Vi

=X V
n 2^ b

/•=!

N

° ^ «" say ...(2.2)
/=!

b

since
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(0 Wheu we consider equal probability sampling, and
hence

E{yt)=r. ...(2.3)

(ii) When we consider equal probability without replacement
scheme, takes value either 1 or 0 and ii{s)=n.

(Hi) When we follow unequal probability sampling scheme,
£'(}'()Ill such cases the estimate of f is modified and is given
by zt, where Zi=(n byi)/(NRi).

Variance of The Estimate

By definition the variance of ft is given by

V{yt)-=-E[yt-Eiy,)f

N

= fit {yi-f^)]\
i=l

where fn takes value 0 when not present in the sample

N

i

N N

+Ij ^ fibfit (yt— '̂u,) iyi—fw)]
i m

From the definition of the sampling design

b b

<=1 f=l

and similarly

t

= (say)

Using (2.4), We have

N _ N N
v{yd=b-H-\ £ Pi (ji-rj^+L La« iy-r^) (w-f.) ]

1=1 i m

= (y_f„y Di, (7-f„)+(F-fJ' Do (F-fj] ...(2.5)
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where Dp is a N xN diagonal matrix with elements Pi, P^, ... Pn, Do
is iVX 7^ symmetric matrix with O'j in_diagonal and Aij {i^j) else
where and (K-?„,)'= [Oi—y»), •••> ?•»)].

(a) When we consider without replacement sampling scheme,
fa takes value either 1 or 0 and hence =£•(/<()=i?i and we
have

...(2.6)

{b) When we consider equal probability sampling without
replacement,

Ri=R, for all i and and hence

v(yt).or [i? (Y- ry I {Y-fHiY+fy Do (Y-rn.
...(2.7;

Assuming further that a pair of units occur together constant number
of times in the sample design 5*, / e,, Aij=A for all / and y, we
have

m)»or e,up^n-^b~^ [{R- A) {Y-ryi{Y-r)+A{Y-ry E{Y-r)],
where

E is a. N xN matrix with one as elements.

{R-A) [Y-fyi{Y-f)] ...(2.8)

This is same as the variance of the sample mean of a simple random
sampling without replacement scheme.

(c) The variance given in (2.6) for without replacement
sampling and unequal i?< is the M.S.E. of a biased estimate of f.
Instead, when we use zt as an unbiased estimate of f, the V{z,) is
given by

i{z-¥yDR{z-f)+{z-ryDo (z-f)]. ...(2.9)

The variance given above is same as the variance of//-T estimate
for pps sampling without replacement.

Estimate of The Variances.

Estimate of the variance for worequp scheme with constant
Ad(=A)

From (2.8) have V(y,)=n-^b (R-/\) [Y'lY-NT^]. Now,
since the inclusion probability of an unit is equal to R/b, the unbiased
estimate of Y'lY and Nf^ are provided by (bR-^) y'ly and iV
[y^-v(J'i)] respectively, where ;;'=(j'i, yz,..., jJ.the measurements of
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the units in the selected samplesi. Heuce, the estimate measure
ments of the units in the selected sample Sf. Hence, the estimate
of V(yt) is given by

v(yt)=inNA)''^ (R-A) (y-y)'I(y-y). ...(3.1)
Estimates of the variance for unequal probability without

replacement sampling scheme.

The given in (2.9) can be written as

(Z-f) nZ-T),
where T is a iVx iV symmetric iratrix of element or A<3 for
i=j or respectively.

{Z'TZ)-f\
N

Since r={nb)-^ RtZil we have f^={nbr^ [(RZ)' E{RZ)

Hence,

V(zt)==b-^n-^ [z'TZ-b-^ {RZ)'E{RZ)]
As the inclusion probability of /th unit and /th and ;th in a sample
are Rilb and /!Siilb respectively, the estimate of F(z() is given by

v(gt)=«~2 [z'E„^nZ- b-\RzyL«a^(Rz)], ...(3.2)

where z'=(zi, Zg, ...z„), (i?z)'=(j?izi, R^z^, R„z„) and is anxn

symmetric matrix of elements

respectively. The v(zj) given above is same as the estimate of
variance of H.T estimate for pps sampling without replacement.

Conclusion

The variance of the estimates of the population means of usual
equal probability and unequal probability sampling schemes can
very easily be obtained by the method described above after
identifying the incomplete block design which corresponds to the
sample space for the sampling method.

If a specific set of samples be taken from the sample space S*
to form a subsample space j*, such thatiJ'j/A'ij of are equal to
RilAtj of the sample space S*, then also the above result holds true
without any change. This shows that for a sampling scheme without
replacement the sample space may suitably be constructed so as to
reduce the total number of samples in it and still as a result of
sampling from such a sub-space, the population mean can be
estimated with the same variance as in case of simple random
sampling without replacement. As a matter of fact blocks of

or for i=j and
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balanced incomplete design provides such a sample space, when
the number of treatment v is taken as N, the block size k is taken
on n and b, r and Xare taken as b, R and A respectively.

Naturally no one will like to construct or use the incidence
matrix of a bibd for drawing a sample instead ol using the simple
random samplingmechanism without replacement. But tbe object
of showing this is to bring forth the relationship between experi
mental design with that of sampling design plan, which will simplify
the procedure, of teaching sampling methods. Moreover a general
formulation of various results needed from samples has been
attempted here so that the results for any specific scheme can be
obtained as a particular case from the general results presented
here.
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